
Each HIPAA One subscription includes:

HIPAA One  has consolidated HIPAA with other industry best practices into a Common Control Framework that is aligned to the HIPAA 
Security Rule. Key areas addressed are:

HIPAA Risk Assessments 
Made Easy
Protect your ePHI

DISCOVER 
Learn the 

requirements and 
meet with the 

responsible parties.

EVALUATE 
Review the scope 
of current systems, 

audit trails and 
processes

TEST 
IT penetration 

testing and ethical 
hacking to identify 

weaknesses

ANALYZE 
Review results to 

determine the 
applicable areas of 

focus

UPDATE 
Implement systems 
& procedures and 
provide ongoing 

updates
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•  One year of access to the HIPAA One  SaaS Platform

•  Questionnaire-driven workflow based on industry-standard NIST 
800-series scripts

•  Nessus Professional Feed  Vulnerability Scan

•  Policies and Procedures Templates

•  Automated Risk Analysis, Documentation and Reporting

•  Unlimited Users and Remediation Updates

•  State, Federal, and Best Practice Updates

•  Access to Qualified Audit Support Services

•  $100,000 Breach Assurance*

•  “Certified Compliant” Seal for practice website and marketing 
materials

•  Data portability – all data exportable to PDF or .csv file formats

*Terms and conditions apply to Breach Assurance coverage

®

®

®

 

 

The Confirmation Page within the HIPAA One  
application includes graphical summaries of Risk Status, 
Required Actions/Updates, and links to the Action Plan and 
final SRA Report.

In addition to the HIPAA One  tool, you and your staff can access whatever level of professional services needed to build your 
organization’s security program.

Depending on which package you select, our expert consultants can help you:

• Train key staff on use of the HIPAA One  tool
• Educate staff on HIPAA compliance and security obligations under MU
• Develop policies and procedures as part of your overall security program
• Evaluate handling of ePHI in your organization
• Assist with interpreting SRA results and implementing corrective actions

The HIPAA One  Audit Support Team (AST) is a team of professionals with special expertise in HIPAA regulations and data security, as well as 
best practices across industry verticals. When you work with our AST, either remotely or onsite, you have the option to receive the level of 
assistance that best suits the HIPAA needs of your organization – at a fraction of the cost of most other HIPAA security consulting offerings.

®

®

®

®

HIPAA security is mandatory.

Will you be ready?

“We love the HIPAA One  software. 
It is easy to use, and the support 
staff is a pleasure to work with” 

Swan L.
Northwest OBGYN 

HIPAA Risk Analysis 
made easy!

HIPAA One  is a cloud-based software solution 
developed by certified auditors and is based on 
many years of healthcare IT security experience. 
It provides a simple and intuitive workflow that 
ensures a successful Risk Management 
Program to satisfy your HIPAA Security Rule 
requirements.

Whether you are a Covered Entity, Business 
Associate, or seeking a partnership, HIPAA One 
has a program to meet your needs.

Prove compliance 
with confidence 
using HIPAA One
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